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 Vegan belt wing harness         £24.95    
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 Pentagram Bag in Vegan Leather        £79.95    
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 Body  black matt silver chain harness        £24.95    
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 Renaissance long dress baby blue king brocade         £159.95    
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 Sheena dress black satin flock         £154.95    
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 Renaissance dress gold king brocade        £159.90    
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 Duchess overbust corset with shoulder straps and padded hip panels in silver fleur de Lys        £94.95    
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 Lolita strapless mini corset dress in red king brocade        £94.95    
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 Candy underbust burlesque corset in blue cream king brocade        £79.95    
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 Lucy rockabilly black twill mini red tartan        £49.95    
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 Katy burlesque underbust in black velvet with lace frills        £84.95    
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 Versailles corset dress silver king brocade        £139.95    
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 Versailles corset dress in coral cream jacquard        £139.95    
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 Versailles corset dress gold king brocade        £139.95    
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 Gemini underbust steampunk corset in brown camel stripes cotton with zip and brass straps buckles        £79.95    
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 Glamour overbust lace up corset in rainbow snakeskin PVC        £82.95    
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 Cape in black chiffon        £84.95    
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 Cape in cream chiffon        £84.95    
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 Cape in black lace        £84.95    
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 Cape in cream lace        £84.95    
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 Cape in olive green lace        £84.95    
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 Cape in red velvet white lining        £74.95    
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 Candy c-lock underbust steel boned corset in black matte vinyl        £79.95    
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 Destinity victorian gothic jacket in black lace         £124.95    
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 Maya burlesque bustle skirt in brown net         £59.95    
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                 Burlesque Corsets
                  A corsets never goes out of style

                  View Collection 
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 Maxi Dresses
                  Forget the rules, if you like it maxi dress, wear it
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                 Corset Dresses
                  What makes it new, its way you 
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For you, we are the perfect companion for high class escort London service – thanks to our experience and competence. We are delighted to manage your calendar and are your personal elite London escorts secretary. 







   Subscribe to our Newsletter
  Newsletter
Sign Up for Our Newsletter: 

Subscribe





      

	About Burleska


	
The magic of the elite London escorts is a long-established tradition in the exciting world of dating.




Are you a lover of the finest things? How do you fancy cashing your hard-earned cash to self-luxury? Well! So it is time to try out free demo slots games to play in UK and see if this might be the money maker you need. Get to enjoy dandling corset pieces, and while at it, feel free to add a few accessories and jewelry from our collection too.
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			Burleska has been a corsets and alternative fashion manufacturer since 2006. We are predominantly a wholesale company supplying retailers with our brand line.. 
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